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Sharing economy platforms have permeated 
several industry verticals 
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Banking

Food

Hotels

Real Estate

Retailing

Healthcare

Transportation

Diversified Labor

Personal Services

Corporate Services

Rental Cars



Sharing economy platforms are firm-market hybrids
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Sharing 
economy 
platforms/
marketplaces

‣ enable transactions between two (or more) types of users
‣ intermediaries: matching, search, reputation, payments, etc.
‣ typically don’t own assets
‣ use market mechanisms to sign up users

Decentralization ‣ allows the platforms to scale very quickly
‣ BUT loss of control on the providers (of asset or labor)

Challenge ‣ price dispersion, hard to plan/schedule, inconsistent UX

Solution ‣ platforms becomes a firm-market hybrid
‣ takes on roles of a typical firm (e.g., pricing, service guarantees, etc.)



Empirical Context: large P2P short-term car rental platform
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Providers ‣ choose car availability
‣ choose hourly car rental prices
‣ rental times: ½ hour to 1 month
‣ cannot reject a transaction, can only later cancel

Platform ‣ search, reputation, matching process, curation, etc.
‣ proprietary mobile-phone based keyless locking

Renters ‣ compare listings and choose cars for rent

OUR FOCUS



Descriptive statistics [1-Jan-2017 to 1-Aug-2017]:
rental intensity aligned with population density
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Intensity: red – high, green – low 



Descriptive statistics [1-Jan-2017 to 1-Aug-2017]:
most of rental activity is for short-term (~65% rentals < 8 hrs)
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Descriptive statistics [1-Jan-2017 to 1-Aug-2017]:
broad mix of “serious” and “casual” providers
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Descriptive statistics [1-Jan-2017 to 1-Aug-2017]:
varying degrees of provider success (low vehicle utilization)
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Descriptive statistics [1-Jan-2017 to 1-Aug-2017]:
most providers don’t change prices despite varying demand
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Platform’s pricing decision
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DECENTRALIZED to CENTRALIZED pricing

What is the impact on market outcomes?

What about heterogeneity of providers?

How will the providers react to the change?

Can the platform aggregate all of the relevant information?



Move to centralized pricing in the San Francisco market
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Platform objectives:
Providers ‣ increase vehicle utilization

‣ remove price inefficiencies

Renters ‣ increase chances of a match in low-demand periods
‣ provide consistent pricing experience

Platform capabilities:
‣ scale à large quantities of mkt data
‣ algos from 3rd party data analytics consulting firm

Challenges:
‣ heterogeneity of assets and provider costs
‣ lack of visibility into local info not captured by platform
‣ provider reaction to loss of pricing control



Field experiment in San Fran: 01-Aug-2017 to 05-Sep-2017
(peak summer month)
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Provider sample for experiment
‣ 1218 providers [~12K rentals to ~7K renters]
‣ cover the entire SF bay area
‣ restricted to active users 
[car available > 24 hrs in the previous month]

Experimental design:
‣ Block random (BR) assignment to minimize spillover
‣ Unit of randomization: provider

Treatment 2 (Trt 2) Centralized platform controlled pricing 13.5%
Treatment 1 (Trt 1) Centralized platform controlled pricing

Treatment groups
Control (Trt 0) Existing provider controlled pricing 73%

13.5%

size



Field experiment in San Fran: 01-Aug-2017 to 05-Sep-2017:
Interface for provider-controlled pricing (Control/Treatment 0)
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Field experiment in San Fran: 01-Aug-2017 to 05-Sep-2017:
Interface for centralized pricing (Treatment 1)
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Field experiment in San Fran: 01-Aug-2017 to 05-Sep-2017:
Balanced experimental design (pre-exp attribute comparison)
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Results from the field experiment:
how and why of provider behavior
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Platform exit rate

Providers outcomes of interest

Car availability

Ride cancellations



Provider behavior results from field experiment:
providers in Trt1 exit from the platform
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Exit rate from the platform

Control/Trt 0 8.8%
Trt1 38.2%

Exit rate NOT correlated with earnings decrease!

Both provides who increase and decrease their 
revenues to exit from the platform

≡

The effect stays even after controlling for a host of factors

28.2% points increase in exit rates 
due to centralized pricing
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Provider behavior results from the field experiment:
car availability is less in Trt1 when compared to Trt0/Control 
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Fraction of time cars were made available on the platform

Control/Trt 0 62%
Trt1 82%

20% points decrease in availability 
due to centralized pricing
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Provider behavior results from field experiment:
providers in Trt1 cancel more rides than those in Trt0/Control 
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Fraction of rides cancelled by providers

Control/Trt 0 17%
Trt1 37%

20% points increase in ride cancellations 
due to centralized pricing



Results from the field experiment:
how and why of provider behavior
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Platform exit rate

Providers outcomes of interest

Car availability

Ride cancellations

Trt1 effect

increases

decreases

increases

WHY? Explanation 1:  Centralized pricing à worse market outcomes
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Market outcome results from field experiment:
providers in Trt 1 earned more than those in Trt 0/Control
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Control/Trt 0
Trt1

21.3% increase in revenues per available hr. 
due to centralized pricing



Results from the field experiment:
how and why of provider behavior
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Platform exit rate

Providers outcomes of interest

Car availability

Ride cancellations

Trt1 effect

increases

decreases

increases

WHY? Explanation 1:  Centralized pricing à worse market outcomes

Explanation 2:  Platform objective  ≠ provider objective
Individual provider costs not observed by platform



Bring-to-Market (BTM) costs incurred by providers
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[FHZ19] Apostolos Filippas, John Horton, and Richard Zeckhauser, “Owning, Using, and 
Renting: Some Simple Economics of Sharing Economy, Mgmt. Sc. forthcoming

[FHZ19] decompose BTM costs into:
– Usage-based costs: scale with usage; e.g., depreciation, 
regular wear-and-tear
– Transaction-based costs: fixed cost per transaction; e.g., 
screening the renter, answering questions, inspecting & cleaning

Usage-based cost
PROXY measure
Revenue per mile

Transaction-based cost Revenue per transaction

Costs are not observed, so we use proxy measures

—
—
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Bring-to-Market (BTM) costs from field experiment:
providers in Trt 1 had less rev/mile than those in Trt 0/Control
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Control/Trt 0
Trt1

27.8% decrease in revenues per mile 
due to centralized pricing
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Bring-to-Market (BTM) costs from field experiment:
providers in T1 had less rev/trans. than those in T0/Control
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Control/T0
T1

14.7% decrease in revenues per trans. 
due to centralized pricing



Results from the field experiment:
how and why of provider behavior
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Providers outcomes of interest
Trt1 effect

Platform exit rate increases
Car availability decreases

Ride cancellations increases

WHY? Explanation 1:  Centralized pricing à worse market outcomes

Explanation 2:  Platform objective  ≠ provider objective
Individual provider costs not observed by platform

BTM cost proxies
Revenue / mile decreases

Revenue / trans. decreases



Field experiment in San Fran: 01-Aug-2017 to 05-Sep-2017
(peak summer month)
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Provider sample for experiment
‣ 1218 providers [~12K rental to ~7K renters]
‣ cover the entire SF bay area
‣ restricted to active users 
[car available > 24 hrs in the previous month]

Experimental design:
‣ Block random (BR) assignment to minimize spillover
‣ Unit of randomization: provider

Treatment groups
Control (Trt 0) Existing provider controlled pricing

Treatment 1 (Trt 1) Centralized platform controlled pricing
Treatment 2 (Trt 2) Partial control of pricing

73%
13.5%
13.5%

size



Field experiment in San Fran: 01-Aug-2017 to 05-Sep-2017:
Interface for partial control of pricing (Treatment 2)
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Results from the field experiment:
how and why of provider behavior
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Providers outcomes of interest
Trt1 effect

Platform exit rate increases
Car availability decreases

Ride cancellations increases

WHY? Explanation 1:  Centralized pricing à worse market outcomes

Explanation 2:  Platform objective  ≠ provider objective
Individual provider costs not observed by platform

BTM cost proxies
Revenue / mile decreases

Revenue / trans. decreases

(Trt2 - Trt1)/Trt1 effect

− 30.0%  significant

− 58.2%  significant
− 40.2%  significant*

− 09.2%  significant
− 11.2%  significant



Results from the field experiment:
partial control increases provider satisfaction…
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Summary and Key Findings

KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
field expt. to evaluate impact of move from 
decentralized to centralized pricing in sharing 
economy platforms
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MAIN TAKEAWAYS
1. Decentralized à centralized pricing increases provider retaliation
2. DESPITE improved market outcomes (revenues and utilization)
3. Increase in BTM costs provides an plausible explanation

Update:  platform launched Trt 2 (partial control) to all the providers after the experiment

IMPLICATIONS FOR DYNAMIC PRICING
1. Provider objective ≠ platform objective in sharing economy platforms
2. Partial control — aligns objectives by providing idiosyncratic cost info

— mitigates provider retaliation (psychological contract)


